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Coming into this soundscape project I had a fairly limited perception as to what sound 

could illustrate and what deeper meanings sound could implicate. My knowledge of sound went 

as far as what I could hear, and I seldom gave what I was listening to a second thought. Through 

the seminar activities, I learned to hone my perception of sound, to isolate certain sounds of 

varying tones and pitches from their surroundings. I found a certain meditative quality in 

singling out specific sounds, as well as being able to link sounds to their origins.  

However, through the actual construction of the soundscape project, I learned to 

appreciate sounds for what they were. Through the editing process, I stripped the sounds I 

collected from their original context, and appropriated them into new ones, regardless of my 

initial impressions or understanding of the sounds. I began to see sounds as abstract pieces in a 

puzzle that would culminate in a final composition. Ultimately, that was my goal in constructing 

this soundscape. I attached abstract sounds to intangible emotions, psychological effects, and 

even visualized sound into color based on heaviness and tone. I created my final soundscape 

composition with the intention of creating something psychologically burdensome and heavy. 

Throughout the process, I was hyperaware of how I was personally reacting to the sounds that I 

had meshed together, and at times, I was aware that the piece I was creating quickened my heart 

rate and even made it a little hard to breathe. By focusing on the psychological implications of 

sound, I was able to twist something as mundane as tapping on a plastic container, or my 

cousin’s jovial laughter into something far more ominous.  



 

As aforementioned, I do believe that sound is relatively more abstract than visual stimuli. 

Consequently, assigning adjectives and meaning to sound becomes all the more challenging. 

Sound, however, can be understood through the impact it has on listeners, as exhibited in the 

construction of my soundscape. My composition, when listened to, caused significant emotional 

distress, and can therefore be described as dark, anxiety inducing, and heavy. In the words of my 

peers, they responded to my sound piece with, “I thought World War III was going on or 

something”, or in Todd’s words, “It’s almost like you’re drowning.” Additionally, sound can be 

reified by using psychological and emotional effects to create tangible associations. For instance, 

the dark undertones for my sound piece can be described as a murky charcoal swamp, or a black 

mass of sinister chaos.  

Despite isolating the sounds I had collected from their original context, I was also 

creating this sinister, ominous narrative. By relying heavily on the rhythm of my drawn-out, deep 

breathing, I wanted to create a narrative in which the listener would find themselves 

psychologically helpless for the two minute duration of the composition. Initially, my narrative 

wasn’t quite abstract- it was simply a character entering a creaky, dilapidated realm and facing a 

moment of crisis in the climax of the piece. However, upon listening to the soundscape 

repeatedly, I realized that there were easily a handful of different explanations for the 

composition, and decided to detach the final piece from my initial narrative. Despite this removal 

from a concrete narrative, my intention for this piece was to create something emotionally and 

psychologically affecting. 	


